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Cavex laboratory
materials are the
natural extension
of the dental
practice and must
therefore meet
stringent quality
requirements.
Thanks to Cavex’s
close collaboration
with dental
technicians and
prosthetists these
materials are also
closely matched to
the specific
requirements of the
dental laboratory.
For dental use only.

How nature and Cavex provide a stable
basis for perfect prostheses.
Shellac is one of the natural ingredients of Cavex Dental Baseplates
and Cavex Individual Trays. The modern Cavex technology
makes it possible to reshape a two-dimensional plate
into an extremely stable 3D object. Simply through
the application of heat and cooling down.
For you it’s the most reliable basis for
perfectly-fitting prostheses.
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Cavex Dental Baseplates perfected:
Mica-free.
The pink plate, standard thickness 1.4 mm, can easily be shaped to the

rapid
processing
time

gypsum model after brief heat penetration in the flame, and is easy to cut.
After curing it will assume its final form, which will not spring back. Mouth
temperature no longer has any effect. A stable basis for the wax/bite wafer.

dimensionally
stable

The latest product development - Mica-free - means a further improvement
in the performance of Cavex Dental Baseplates. The presence of aluminium
hydroxide ensures that - above 200ºC - cooling water of crystallisation is

economical

released, which prevents (or at least retards) burning of the plate. The end
result is also smoother, non-porous and has an attractive sheen, just like the
later prosthetic plastic.
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Cavex Individual Trays: natural
reproduction that remains rigid.
The proven effectiveness of the grey-coloured impression tray, standard
thickness 1.9 mm, guarantees an optimum fit, even if the tray is stored
for quite a long period. Its dimensional stability is proverbial, and the
combination of a rapid processing time and a favourable price/performance
ratio has ensured that Cavex Individual Trays have already been popular in
dental laboratories for many years.
The Dental Baseplates, Uppers and Lowers, and the Individual Trays, Uppers
and Lowers, are packaged in handy, robust boxes of 100 pieces. The metal
handles, which are easy to fix into the still warm material, are included as
standard.
Cavex Dental Baseplates and Cavex Individual Trays are available
from your supplier. For further information on product composition
and applications, please contact Cavex, +31 23 530 77 00 - Dental
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